
Reply to ‘Response to open letter to
CILIP’
(To add your name as a signatory to this letter please email: openlettertocilip@protonmail.com)

Dear CILIP Board of Trustees and Nick Poole,

Many thanks for  your response (please note that this page appears to have been removed and

yields a 404 error, however a cached version is available) of Friday 12 July 2019. We appreciate the

effort that went into providing a rapid response to the open letter.

You stated in your response that your "first duty must be to the thousands of fellow workers who

have opted-in to membership of CILIP". In fact, of the five individuals who drafted the letter, three

are current members, and one is a former member. Many of the signatories of the letter are also

CILIP members. Though you are reluctant to engage with social media on this issue, it is clear from

discussion on Twitter that many CILIP members are disheartened by this aspect of your response.

We contend that, in your own words, you have a first duty to those signatories, and that your

response deflects from this duty.

Your  response  also  failed  to  link  to  the  original  letter,  and  thus  does  not  give  readers  the

opportunity to understand the context of the response by accessing the original  document or

viewing the number of signatories. We found this omission to be extremely disappointing.

Furthermore, accessing your response on the CILIP website was very difficult. Your response was

not accessible via the news section of CILIP's website. Without access to the URL, accessing the

article  via  the  News  tab  on  your  website,  which  corresponds  the  URL

https://www.cilip.org.uk/page/magazine#, does not appear to be possible. Instead it is accessible

from the URL https://www.cilip.org.uk/news/, which is a page which is not clearly linked to from

the News page or elsewhere on the homepage. If a reader managed to navigate to this page the

response is located towards the bottom of the page under the “profession” section and is not

immediately  apparent.  As  such,  there  are  significant  barriers  for  those wishing to access your

response. Given the expertise on these issues within our profession it is  difficult to regard the

placement of your response in good faith. It seems far more likely to be an attempt to stifle free

and open debate.
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We have similar criticisms of your reluctance to keep abreast of this debate on social media. Your

reference to the "reductive nature of social media" is concerning as the CILIP membership is very

active on social media, and CILIP have strongly advocated for library, information, and knowledge

workers to make use of social media. As with any space for discussion, negative and harmful uses

exist across social media, and we fully acknowledge this. However given CILIP's use of multiple,

active social media accounts, and a CEO who uses social media to connect with a wide range of

stakeholders, we feel that this is disingenuous.

We are responding to you because we do not feel that your response sufficiently addresses the

questions that the open letter directly asked, nor offers discussions of the wider issues referred to.

The open   letter asked about "the process by which organisations are granted Employment Partner

status," however the description provided of the 3-part assessment lacks the detail as requested.

Signatories specifically asked "how [Employment Partner] suitability for this status is measured"

but no criteria have been provided.

As such, we directly request the criteria on which each stage of the 3-part assessment are assessed

against  to  give  confidence  in  the  robustness  and  accountability  when  assigning  Employment

Partner status to an employer.

We are grateful for your clarification that the Board is accountable for the decisions, but that this is

delegated  to  the  Executive  and  Senior  Leadership  teams.  However,  it  is  still  unclear  whether

members were properly consulted in the development of the process as part of the migration to

the Employment Partner scheme. Again, we ask specifically what processes led to the migration to

the Employment Partner scheme, which stakeholder groups were consulted within the course of

the  scheme's  development,  and  how  were  members  communicated  with  throughout  the

development prior to launch?

The information as provided fails to address how, where, and when members were involved in the

redevelopment of the scheme overall. There is also an implication that members are not involved

in the approval of Employment Partner status, and thus we also seek clarification on this point,

particularly  as  your  response refers  to  CILIP  being a  “democratic  member-led organisation”.  It

seems odd to describe the organisation as democratic and member-led if there is no mechanism

allowing members to influence the decisions of which organisations partner with CILIP, and if there

is no way in which members can meaningfully challenge these appointments based on the actions

of said organisations.
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The provision of these details are essential in order to better understand the mechanisms within

the Employment Partner scheme.

Your  response  notes  that  the  open  letter  "over-state[s]  the  case"  regarding  the  Employment

Partners'  potential  to  take  disproportionate  control  of  CILIP.  We dispute  this  in  the  strongest

possible terms. As recorded in your minutes from the CILIP Board Meeting of September 20 2018

(nota bene: archiving digital documentation is complex, and we would advise the use of PDF/A

rather than archiving the proprietary *.docx document), the scheme is a "significant mitigation"

relating  to  CILIP's  income  target.  As  such,  it  was  noted  that  it  "is  [CILIP's]  current  view  that

investing in selling Employer Partners will ensure that CILIP meets its income targets for the year".

In lieu of any information or evidence of engagement with the existing membership regarding this

"new approach to organisational membership" and the "selling" of it to employers, it is neither

unreasonable nor uncharitable to see that the scheme's economic benefit to CILIP is its primary

purpose, rather than as a means to improve members' experience whilst working in the library,

information and knowledge sectors. Therefore, the concerns we raise regarding Employer Partner's

ability to shape and control CILIP are valid.

Whilst we appreciate the acknowledgement of our concerns over the terminology of 'Employer

Partner'  and  CILIP's  promise  to  rewrite  some  of  the  guidance  around  this,  we  feel  it  is  an

insufficient resolution to the issue. As a term "partnership" has strong existing meaning within this

context, and it is unlikely those viewing the scheme in the public realm - for example seeing the

'Premium Employer Partner' badge on an organisation's website - will then view CILIP's guidance

documentation to clarify its meaning.

This means that on a public level the scheme continues to give the impression of a close strategic

relationship and endorsement by CILIP, particularly as “status and badging” and “recognition on

CILIP website” are listed as key benefits to Employer Partners. Here, we are concerned that CILIP

are open to accusations that they are trading off the existing cultural understanding of partnership

whilst simultaneously denying any endorsement of individual partners, in order to deflect from

criticism.

Related to this issue, we would like to enquire for the details of the cost of Employer Partners

joining CILIP. The costs for individual members are transparent and visible on your website, and as

such the cost for Employment Partner would seem to merit the same transparency for the benefit

of all.
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The original  open letter asked for  CILIP  to evidence how it  would resolve its  position when a

conflict of interest arises from its involvement with Employer Partners, such as the current case

with Bromley  Libraries  and GLL.  Your  response  conflates  this  to  mean legal  representation or

intervention  based  on  mandate  or  unionisation.  This  misrepresents  the  open  letter,  which

contended that CILIP has created a scenario where it cannot take a public position of support for

library workers, as it previously did in the UCU strike action, as it is conflicted between support of

workers and its publicised Employer Partners.

It seems untenable for CILIP not to be able to show public support to library workers - its core

membership - and the stance adopted in the reply to the original letter is a return to form from

previous  CILIP  management  groups,  who  stood  passive  during  the  erosion  of  public  library

services. This is not only disappointing following the campaigns from CILIP around its “activism”,

but  also  damaging  to  the  wider  profession  as  external  parties  often  see  silence  as  consent.

Furthermore  it  seems  that  this  is  short-sighted  of  CILIP  as  this  lack  of  support  for  individual

members will  further compound the loss of membership CILIP is experiencing; CILIP’s  Trustees'

Report and Financial Statements show that membership has reduced in this period alone by in

excess of 12.5%, from 13,567 to 11,868. Failing to substantively respond to your membership’s

questions and reasonable expectations appears to be a questionable strategy that is more likely to

further alienate members and non-member’s from CILIP.

As stated above, we appreciate that the rapid decline in individual membership provides financial

concerns for CILIP. Indeed, this helps to explain the "selling [of] Employer Partners [to] ensure that

CILIP meets its income targets". But this economic solution carries with it significant shifts in power

dynamics and politics for CILIP, its members, Employer Partners, and the sector at large. The risks

that  this  brings  for  library,  information,  and  knowledge  workers  have  been  brought  to  your

attention, and the response received thus far does not give us confidence that the magnitude,

breadth, and depth of feeling is being taken with due consideration.

Please note that the appendix includes a table of questions for which we would like answers to be

fully provided. Most of these remain unanswered from the open letter, and we provide them in

this form for the purposes of clarity.

Kindest regards,

Luke Fowler (member), Emily Nunn (member), Rebecca Oliva (member), Ellie Clement (member),

Alan  Wylie,  Richard  Birley,  Nicola  Cook,  Bryony  Ramsden,  Sarah  Maule,  Richenda Gwilt,  Kevin

Sanders (former member),  Mandy Powell,  Siobhan Britton,  David Parkes,  Owen Harrison,  Alice
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Corble,  Alex  Clarke,  Kirsty  Morrison,  Sarah  Frankham,  Lucy  Sinclair,  Harriet  Notman,  Holly

Callaghan,  Jess  Haigh  (MCLIP),  Laura  Steel  (member),  YiWen  Hon  (member),  Liz  Antell,  Chloe

James,  Marie Lancaster,  Binni  Brynolf  (member),  Johanna Anderson,  Naomi  Nile,  Toni  Velikova

(member), Andrew T. Gray, Karolyn MacAskill, Katy Wrathall, Jo Richardson (member), Theo Stubbs

(cancelled CILIP membership after reading CILIP’s response to the open letter), Sarah Crampton

(member), Pete Smith,  Mike Stores (former member), Becci Hutchins (former member), Simon

Bowie  (former  member),  Charles  Oppenheim,  Rebecca  Jones  (former  member),  Sarah  Hume

(member),  Tom Maher, Katie McNamara (former member),  Lauren Smith (member and former

CILIP Vice President), Martin White (Honorary Fellow of CILIP and Past-President of the Institute of

Information Scientists),  Kerstin Treder  (member), Camille  Regnault  (member),  Catherine Foster

(member),  Daniel  Payne,  Kate  O’Neill  (member),  Jennie-Claire  Crate  (member),  Rosie  Hare

(member),  Kate  Perris  (former  member),  Claire  Flynn  (former  member),  Catherine  Riches

(member), SarahLouise McDonald (MCILIP), Katherine Coussement (MCLIP), Ross Noon (member),

Jonas Herriot (member), Christina Brown (member), Dan Holden (MCLIP), David Phillips (former

member), Debbie Prior (former member),  Argula Rublack (member), Matthew Fellion (member),

Emma Sweeney (member), Edith Speller (member), Alessia Borri (former member), Alison Harding

(MCLIP), Ellen Cole (chartered member), Ingrid Francis (former member), Shelagh Hewson, Leanne

Young (MCLIP), Frances Marsh (member), Emily Clark (MCLIP), Caitlin McCulloch (member), Sarah

Simpson  (member),  James  Concannon,  Caroline  Long  (MCLIP),  Morgan  Wilkinson  (member),

Cheryl  Francis,  Catherine  Kearney,  Stuart  Lawson  (former  member), Elizabeth  Porter  (former

member), Zoey Dixon, Marc Forster,  Helen Monagle,  Rebecca Wray (member), Andrew Day, Jon

Scown, Malcolm Barr- Hamilton, Kat Steiner, Daniel Duffy, Luca Fois (member), Rebecca Carroll



Appendix

Enumeration Question

1
What are the criteria on which each stage of the 3-part assessment are assessed
against?

2
What processes were designed to make a smooth migration to the Employment
Partner scheme?

3
Who  designed  and  approved  the  processes  governing  the  migration  to  the
Employment Partner scheme?

4
Which  stakeholder  groups  were  consulted  with  in  the  course  of  the  scheme's
development?

5
How  were  members  communicated  with  throughout  the  development  of  the
Employment Partner scheme prior to launch?

6 When were members involved in the re-development of the scheme?

7
Are  members  involved  in  the  approval  of  Employment  Partner  status  for  each
organisation? If not; why is this the case?

8 What are the costs for Employer Partners joining CILIP?

9
Where workers are in an industrial dispute with an Employment Partner, will CILIP
support the workers or the Employment Partner?

10
Will  CILIP  clarify  whether  the  Employment  Partners  scheme  makes  employers
members or  partners. If employers are members, why is the scheme branding the
dynamic as a partnership?




